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Document History

Version Date Author Description
1 12 Sep. 06 Kpe First version
2 20 Sep. 06 Kpe Pickup ok
3 20 Sep. 06 kpe Set down ok
4 20 Sep. 06 kpe Slope ok
5 20 Sep. 06 kpe All hover maneuvers ok
6 21 sep. 06 kpe Normal TO ok
7 21 sep. 06 kpe Normal approach, roll TO/Land ok
8 21 sep. 06 Kpe Go-Around ok
9 21 sep. 06 kpe All TO/landing section ok
10 21 sep. 06 kpe All done to first revision
11 27 Sep. 06 kpe Auto’s changed
12 19 Oct. 06 kpe Runn land, go-around, changed
13 23 Oct. 06 kpe Go-around changed, slope changed added, 

norm + max TO/land changed
14 23 Oct. 06 kpe Steep, quick, straight auto, roll land
15 24 Oct. 06 Kpe Hazards added
16 30 Oct 06 kpe Steep, normal and quick changed
17 2 Nov. 06 kpe Slopes changed
18 6 Nov. 06 kpe Steep, quick changed
19 8 Nov. 06 kpe Pickup, setdown, slopes, run, rapid changed
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Hovering maneuvers
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Vertical Takeoff -Lifting off ground, maintaining location and heading
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track
Collective: Height, power
Pedals: Heading
Throttle: RPM

Technique

On ground (light on skids):
Pilot: Clear 360, eyes at reference
Takeoff + wind checks
Cyclic: neutral

 
Collective: raise slowly until light 
on the skids 
Lead with 
Throttle Increase -rpm in the green
Pedals: Wiggle skids –keep heading 
(marginal left).

Pickup:
Pilot: eyes at reference
Collective: Continue to raise slowly
lead with
Throttle: Roll on -rpm in the green
Pedals: keep heading
Cyclic: Stop Ground movement
(right, aft)

Hover:
Cyclic: Hold position, Check
Center of gravity
Pedals: Keep heading
Collective: height 3-5”
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: Note hover power, check 
gauges

Errors: Fixating on instruments, failure to keep heading, Liftoff to quick and RPM control
Hazards: Dynamic roll over
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Vertical Landing -Landing on ground, maintaining location and heading
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track
Collective: Height
Pedals: Heading
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Hover:
Cyclic: Keep position 
Pedals: Keep heading
Collective: lower slowly lead with
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

Set down:
Cyclic: Stop Ground tracks 
(forward, left)

 
Pedals: Keep heading (less left)
Collective: Continue to lower slowly
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

On ground:
Cyclic: Center

Pedals: Center
Collective: Continue to lower
Throttle: rpm in the green

Errors: Fixating on spot, failure to keep heading, Set down to quick, and RPM control
Hazards: Ground resonance
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Slope Operations pick up -Operating on sloping ground
Controls: 

Cyclic: ground movement
Collective: Height, power
Pedals: Heading
Throttle: RPM

Technique: 
• Slope MAX 5-degree
• Approach and leave slope in 45`angle
• Exit/Enter aircraft from downhill side

1)On ground:
Cyclic: Keep disk horizontal 
Pedals: Keep heading(marginal left)
Collective: Raise slowly
Throttle: Roll on -rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

2)Pick up:
Cyclic: Keep position 
Pedals: Keep heading (left)
Collective: Raise slowly to lift one 
skid .. then continue to raise slowly
Throttle: Roll on -rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

3)In air:
Cyclic: Keep position 
Pedals: Keep heading (left)
Collective: raise to hover height
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

Errors: Fixating on spot, failure to keep heading, Pick up to quick, RPM control.
Hazards: dynamic roll over, tail strike, mast bumping, droop stop pounding
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Slope Operations set down -Operating on sloping ground
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground movement
Collective: Height, power
Pedals: Heading
Throttle: RPM

Technique: 
• Slope MAX 5-degree
• Approach and leave slope in 45`angle, 
• Exit/Enter aircraft from downhill side

In air:
Cyclic: Keep position
Pedals: Keep heading (left)
Collective: Lower slowly
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

Set down:
Cyclic: Keep position 
Pedals: Keep heading (less at is 
touches)
Collective: Raise lower till one skid
touches .. then continue to lower 
slowly
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

ON ground:
Collective: wait to se if helicopter 
skids.. then lower fully 
Cyclic: Keep disk horizontal
Pedals: Keep heading (marginal 
left)
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference
After collective is fully down center 
controls.

Errors: Fixating on spot, set down to quick, RPM control.
Hazards: Dynamic roll over, tail strike and ground resonance, mast bumping/ droop stop pounding
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Surface taxi -Ground track on ground to reduce downwash.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track
Collective: Speed up=faster
Pedals: Heading, Turn
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Start:
Pilot: eyes outside, clear 360
Cyclic: Move forward, maintain 
ground track.
Pedals: Move to get free, keep 
heading.
Collective: Pull slowly till light on 
skids (20”) then use to Control 
speed.  Up=more speed
Throttle: rpm in the green

Turn:
Cyclic: Keep forward, maintain 
ground track
Pedals: Turn
Collective: Control speed
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

Stop:
Cyclic: Keep forward, maintain 
ground track
Pedals: Keep heading 
Collective: Lower slowly to stop. 
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

Errors: Fixating on instruments, failure to keep heading, To fast speed and RPM control
Hazards: Ground resonance, dynamic roll over
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Hover taxi -Ground track over ground shorter distances.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track
Collective: Height
Pedals: Heading, ground track
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Start:
Pilot: Clear 360, eyes outside
Cyclic: Gently forward to start 
forward Ground track then keep 
ground track.
Pedals: Maintain heading.
Collective: Keep hover height
Throttle: rpm in the green

Turn:
Pilot: Clear 360, eyes outside
Cyclic: Keep forward Ground track
and ground track.
Pedals: Turn
Collective: Keep hover height
Throttle: rpm in the green

Stop:
Cyclic: Slowly aft to stop Ground 
track.
Pedals: Keep heading 
Collective: Keep hover height. 
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

Errors: Failure to clear area, Height and RPM control
Hazards: Tail rotor strike, ground/obstacle strike/dynamic roll over
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Air Taxi –Taxi over longer distances in a more expeditious manner
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track
Collective: Height
Pedals: Heading
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Start:
Cyclic: Normal takeoff.
Pedals: Normal takeoff.
Collective: Normal takeoff. 
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: Clear 360, takeoff checks

Air Taxi:
Cyclic: Speed 60kts.
Pedals: Keep heading.
Collective: Keep 60feet height
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: Eyes outside

Stop:
Cyclic: Slowly aft to stop Ground 
track.
Pedals: Keep heading 
Collective: Decent to hover height. 
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes at reference

Errors: Failure to clear area, to low, decent and RPM control
Hazards: Settling with power, collision, dynamic roll over
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Takeoffs, landings and go-around
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Normal and crosswind takeoff –Taking off, transitioning into forward flight.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track, attitude
Collective: Power
Pedals: Heading, trim
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Start:
Pilot: Clear 360, takeoff checks
Cyclic: Ease slowly forward to 
increase speed. 
Pedals: Keep ground track
Collective: Keep at hover height 
setting
Throttle: rpm in the green

Accelerate:
Cyclic: At ETL
forward to disc to 2 fingers attitude
Continue to push slowly forward to 
overcome blowback 16-24kts. 
Cyclic slight left to overcome roll 
(transverse flow)
Pedals less left: ground track
5-10kts
Collective: pull 1” Keep height 
Throttle roll on: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes outside

at 50kts:
Cyclic: At 50kts put tip-path to 
55kts attitude (4 fingers) 
Pedals: Trim Helicopter.
Collective: Keep at hover height 
setting.
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes outside

Climb:
Cyclic: Keep 55kts attitude (4 
fingers)
Pedals: Trim Helicopter, keep 
heading.
Throttle: rpm in the green
Pilot: eyes outside, Check gauges.
Don’t turn before 300ft.

Errors: Failure to clear area, to much forward cyclic, Failure to keep ground track and RPM control
Hazards: collision, ground/obstacle strike/dynamic roll over
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Normal and crosswind approach –Translation from forward flight into still hover.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track, speed
Collective: Height, decent angle
Pedals: Heading, trim
Throttle: RPM

Technique

1)Final approach:
Height: 300 ft
Keep brisk walking pace speed with 
cyclic.
Wait for decent angle.(aprox trim 
string)

2)Intercept angle:
Anticipate and decent by lowering 
collective to 18” prior to angle 
Roll off throttle -keep RPM green
Aft cyclic to maintain Brisk walk
Collective Maintain angle.
Pedals less left

3) ETL
100ft let the spot slide down
Aft cyclic to maintain Brisk walk
Collective Maintain angle.
At ETL - feel vibrations
roll on throttle
Left pedal.(track)

4) Stop:
Gradually aft cyclic to stop.
Raise collective 1” 
roll on throttle
Left pedal.
Cyclic forward to level.

Stop in a 3-5 ft hover over the spot
Errors: Failure to clear area), to low and RPM control, failure to keep angle. (spot moves up collective moved up)
Hazards: Collision, ground/obstacle strike/dynamic roll over
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Maximum performance takeoff -Lifting, Clearing obstacle and translation into forward flight
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track
Collective: Power, rate of climb
Pedals: Heading, trim
Throttle: RPM

Technique: AIR speed over height

Ground:
Clear 360
Takeoff checks
Check magnetos.
Clear skids
RPM in the top of the 
green arc
Raise collective to make 
the helicopter light on the 
skids.

Lifting:
Raise collective slowly to get 
airborne and keep slow 
climbing vertical movement.
Roll on throttle to keep RPM 
in TOP of the green
Slightly forward cyclic to gain 
and keep a slow forward 
ground speed.
Keep ground track with 
pedals.
Use all available space
Go/No go

Clear:
Ease cyclic slowly forward 
until disk is at 70kts attitude 
(2 fingers) to gain airspeed 
without loosing or gaining 
altitude.
AIR speed over height
Use pedals to trim helicopter

Climb:
At 55kts put disk to 55kts 
attitude (4 fingers) 
Continue climb.
Trim the helicopter with 
the pedals

Errors: Failure to clear area, to high climb rate, to low speed before and RPM control
Hazards: rotor strike, 
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Steep approach –Clearing obstacle, Translation from forward flight to a hover.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track, rate of closure
Collective: Power rate of decent
Pedals: Heading, trim
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Setup:
In to the wind
60kts
300 ft
Lower collective and aft cyclic to get
Slow walking pace.
Landing checks
RPM top of the green.

Intercept
Anticipate decent angle.
(between string and console)

Lead decent angle by lowering 
collective .
(when spot is by sting.)
Roll off throttle -RPM top green
Aft cyclic. To maintain slow walk
Less left pedal to trim
Aft cyclic. To maintain slow walking 
pace

decent:
Follow angle by lowering 
collective. Spot up collective up.
RPM top green
Pedals less left<50ft:Trim< ground 
track
Aft cyclic. To maintain slow walking 
pace
50ft let gradually the spot slide 
down
HV diagram

Stop:
Airspeed decays, we feel vibrations 
from ETL

 Higher than normal approach
Raise collective gradually

Hover power
Roll on throttle

 Rpm top green
Left pedal to ground track.
Cyclic forward to level.

Terminates in a hover.

Errors: Failure to clear area, angle, rate of decent, heading and RPM control. 
Hazards: collision, dynamic roll over, settling with power and ground resonance
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Rolling takeoff -Lifting off ground, with limited available power and translation into forward flight
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track, speed
Collective: Height, power
Pedals: Track, Heading, trim, 
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Start:
Move cyclic slightly forward, 
and raise collective until 
aircraft becomes light on the 
skids.
Move pedals to get free and 
keep heading an speed 
increases

Roll:
Raise collective to max 
allowed or available and gain 
speed.
Maintain ground track with 
pedals

Liftoff:
As ETL is attained the 
helicopter gets airborne 
due to the increased lift.
Maintain close proximity to 
the ground to use ETL until 
55kts is reached, keep 
heading with pedals

Climb:
At 55kts set disc to 70kts 
attitude (4 fingers) and 
trim the helicopter with the 
pedals

Errors: Failure to clear area, Failure to keep ground track, airborne before ETL, pull to much power, to 
much altitude before speed and RPM control
Hazards: Collision, dynamic roll over
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Running landing –landing when you can’t hover.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track, speed, correct for drift.
Collective: Rate of decent, cushion touchdown.
Pedals: Heading, Trim
Throttle: RPM

When used: high weight, high density altitude, limited power
Technique

Initial approach:
60kts, 300 ft into the wind.

Anticipate angle, lower 
collective slightly when 
string and spot is aligned 

Keep fast walking pace 
speed with cyclic.

Intercept angle:
Lowering collective enough 
to keep angle
Roll off throttle to keep 
rpm in the green and trim
with less left pedal.
Maintain level flight and 
ground speed with aft 
cyclic.

Maintain approach angle 
with collective

Ground contact:
Keep airspeed above ETL
(keep vibrations 16-24kts)
Cyclic slightly forward to  
level aircraft 
Cushing touchdown with 
collective (if able)
Pedal: right -keep heading.

Touchdown level og slight 
forward on skids

Roll
Keep heading with pedals.
Keep cyclic forward
Use cyclic to correct for 
drift.
As speed reduces collective 
CAN slowly be lowered to 
increase breaking.
Keep rpm in the green
When stopped lower
collective fully.

(max 36kts for S300)

Factors: Wind, weight, Surface (ground run), 
Errors: Ground track, hard contact, cyclic not forward, Air speed -failure to keep ETL and RPM control
Hazards: dynamic roll over, ground resonance, tail boom strike
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Go around –Aborting approach.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Attitude, ground track, speed.
Collective: Rate of decent and climb
Pedals: Heading, Trim
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Identify:
Identify the need for the go-around.. 
Don’t hesitate.. if in doubt.. go 
around.

AVIATE
NAVIGATE

COMMNUNICATE

Initiate:
Raise collective and bring in normal 
cruise power +1”.
Forward cyclic to bring disc to 2 
finger attitude (2 fingers) - gain 
airspeed
Trim helicopter
Carp heat off.

Climb:
At 35kts bring disc to 55kts attitude 
(4 fingers) and climb
Call tower and “report going around”

AVIATE
NAVIGATE

COMMNUNICATE

Errors: Failure to identify the need for a go-around, to slow to bring in power of trim, climb with to 
slow airspeed and RPM control
Hazards: collision
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Performance maneuvers
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Rapid deceleration: performance maneuver to bring the helicopter to a rapid stop.

Controls: 
Cyclic: Ground track, attitude
Collective: Power, rate of decent
Pedals: Heading
Throttle: RPM

Technique

Takeoff
Clear 360
Takeoff checks
Reference point

 Horizon 
Normal takeoff into the 
wind.

Air taxi

At 45kts/30ft (treetop height)
Lover collective 2”
Right pedal trim
Decrease throttle rpm in the 
green

Decelerate
Cyclic aft (flare) to 
decelerate

Console to horizon
Lower collective slightly. 
Decrease throttle -rpm in 
the green
Right pedal (trim)
All at once

30ft
slow walking

Level
When the aircraft begins to 
sink –
Slow forward cyclic to 
level.
Let the helicopter start to 
decent

Approach
Decent slowly maintaining  
slow walking pace.
At 10ft gradually 
Pull collective lead w.
Roll on throttle to keep 
RPM in the green
Left pedal –ground track.

Ends in a 3” hover

Errors: To low tail, To much flare or too much collective (Ballooning), too fast decent and RPM control. 
Hazards Settling with power, tail strike
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Autorotation straight in
Objective: Controlled decent without power applied.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Ground track, attitude
Collective: Height, power
Pedals: Heading, trim
Throttle: RPM

Technique
Down right aft

Entry
Height 600 ft 60kts, into 
wind
Landing check.
When spot nears angle:
Lower collective fully and
roll off throttle to above 
idle.
Trim helicopter (right 
pedal)
Eyes outside

Glide
Pull Aft cyclic to establish 
60kts attitude (4 fingers)
If RPM increases raise
collective slightly to keep it 
in the green

Flare
At 50ft pull aft cyclic  to 
decelerate (Flare)
Pull collective slightly.
Keep ground track with 
right pedal.
Eyes outside.

Heli gets more heavy 
hence more drag in 
transmission.

Recovery
At 10ft level helicopter 
with forward cyclic.
Raise collective and roll on 
throttle to bring in power.
Keep ground track with 
pedals (left)
Terminate in a 3-5ft still 
hover over the spot

Errors: To low tail (Tail strike), incorrect flare (ballooning or overshooting), heading and RPM control
Hazards: Dynamic roll over, tail strike
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